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Inn this paper, optimization of the sound trransmission looss of finite reectangular
anisotropic laminateed composite plate
p
with simp
ply supported boundary
b
condditions has
m
transm
mission loss. Ap
ppropriate connstraints were iimposed to
been developed to maximize
preveent the occurrrence of softenning effect du
ue to optimizaation. For thiss purpose,
optim
mization processs was incorporrated into comp
prehensive finite element softtware. The
transm
mission loss (T
TL) obtained froom the numericcal solution wass compared witth those of
other authors indiccated good agrreement. The discrete
d
frequeencies have beeen chosen
basedd upon the sounnd transmissionn class with A--weighting consstant. Several ttraditional
composite materialss have been sttudied and thee results have shown that in the mass
controol region, the optimization
o
off stacking sequeence and optimaal thickness has not been
an eff
ffective contribuution to improvee the transmisssion loss. The reesults also show
w that, the
laminna thickness opttimization has an
a important eff
ffect on improviing the transmiission loss,
but thhe advantage off low weight com
mposite materia
al is compromissed by optimizaation.
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words: Optimizatiion, Transmissionn Loss, Baffle, Co
omposite Panel
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n

12

The innteraction between
b
composite panel
p
vibrationns and the surroundingg medium is
i an
importannt subject thhat arises inn many pracctical
applicatiions. These panels are intended too not
only meet the structuural requirem
ments, but allso to
radiate minimum noise
n
and provide
p
acooustic
insulatioon from the surrounding
s
environmennt [1].
Thereforre, analysis of
o the vibro-aacoustic behhavior
of panells is an inttegral part of
o the desiggn of
structurees [2]. Connsequently, some analyytical
models have been developed
d
too predict the TL
characteristics of composite walls. These
T
analyticaal models weere generallyy divided as either
e
high-freqquency-noisee or low
w-frequency-noise
models. In high-freqquency noisee, the dimennsions
of the walls
w
are verry large relattive to the sound
s
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wavelengths,
w
so, the waall can be modeled ass
in
nfinite. The analytical m
models based
d on infinite-panel
p
theory have been extensively developed
d
byy
Smith
S
[3], White
W
[4], Kooval [5], Blaaise [6], Leee
an
nd Kim [7]] and dealt with such features ass
issotropic, orthhotropic, and anisotropic shells andd
plates.
p
In low
w-frequency nnoise, the diimensions off
th
he wall are comparablee with the large soundd
wavelengths.
w
In order to ccalculate the TL of thesee
panels,
p
the analytical m
model mustt take intoo
account the boundary cconditions of
o the wall..
Thus,
T
a finitee panel trannsmission loss theory iss
needed.
n
Suchh a theory hhas been deeveloped byy
Roussos
R
[8] and
a is currenntly being im
mplemented..
In
n this apprroach, the w
wall is mo
odeled as a
reectangular plate
p
with the simply
y supportedd
boundary
b
connditions in aan infinite baaffle. Hence,,
optimization
o
studies off TL characcteristics off
composite maaterials with respect to th
heir materiall
an
nd geometryy properties have been an
a importantt
to
opic of reseaarch for a few
w decades. Most
M of thesee
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studies have been related to high frequency noise
model [9-12]. The sound transmission loss
through sandwich panels has been studied by
Dym and lang [13]. They used isotropic panels
with Young’s modulus, mass density and
thicknesses of the skins and the core as design
variables. Wang et al. [10] used a generic
algorithm to optimize a sandwich panel with
balanced acoustic and mechanical properties at a
minimal weight. Tsai [11] used conjugate
gradient optimization method to estimate and
optimize transmission loss of material properties
of the composite plate. The vibration and acoustic
behavior of Functionally Graded Materials
(FGM) has become a subject of interest in the
recent years. Nouri et al. [12] optimized sound
transmission loss of functionally graded materials
cylindrical shell. Chandra et al. [1] studied vibroacoustic
and
sound
transmission
loss
characteristics of FGM plates using a simple firstorder shear deformation theory. Chakraborty and
Gopalakrishnan [13] studied wave propagation in
functionally graded materials using spectral layer
elements. Moreover, some researchers have
investigated impedance models of acoustic
structures. This approach assumes an acoustic
structure of infinite size; it expresses the
transmission of pressure and vibrations via
transfer matrices. Geebelen et al. [14] considered
layers of poroelastic materials in the acoustic
structure. Talebitooti et al. used the threedimensional elasticity theory to calculte the sound
transmission loss of the multilayered cylindrical
shell with porous core and air-gap [15].
Dijckmans et al. [16] compared the results of the
transfer matrix method with those of a wavebased model for sound transmission through
finite light weight multilayered structures
assembled with thin air layers. Literature shows
that no work has been done to study the
optimization of sound transmission loss of finite
rectangular anisotropic laminated composite
plate.
Talebitooti and Zarastvand analyzed the
wave propagation on infinite doubly curved
laminated composite shell sandwiching a porous
material [17]. The acoustic behavior of laminated
composite infinitely long doubly curved shallow
shells subject to a radiating oblique plane sound
wave is also studid by these resarchers [18].
The objective of this study is to obtain stacking
sequence and plies thickness of layers for
achieving the maximum TL for anisotropic
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composite rectangular finite plate with infinite
baffle. The present work has developed Roussos’s
model [8] to optimize the transmission
characteristics of an anisotropic plate. The
solution is expanded into infinite series form
using the modal series expansion. Consequently,
convergence checking is performed to truncate
these infinite series. Optimizations performed at
discrete frequencies chosen in the bound 1-4 kHz
are identical to those used to define a single
insulation measure in an ASTM standard [9]. The
genetic algorithm is utilized as the optimization
technique with plies angle, lamina thickness,
material layers as design parameters and buckling
as a constrain [20]. However, analytical
optimization process is restricted to simple
models, consequently, it must be conjugated with
comprehensive structural analysis software.
Therefore, it is very important to model a proper
mechanical part of problem in finite element
package. This paper also represents the basis at
which such combination can be done. In this
approach, the buckling analysis and natural
frequencies of anisotropic material has been
determined using finite element model in the
optimization process. So, they are directly
obtained without any approximation [21]. As the
densities of composite materials are closer to each
other, the result shows that in the mass control
region, optimization of plies orientation and plies
thickness has no significant effect on the TL, so,
to improve the TL of composite material, it is
better to use high stiffness materials.
Analytical Model Description
The analytical model developed by Roussos
(1985) is based on modal summation method that
allows for the efficient calculation of the
transmission characteristics of a rectangular
simply supported plate in an infinite rigid baffle.
In this study, Roussos’ model has been developed
for anisotropic panel. Acording to [22], the thin
plate theory for anisotropic plate, the equation of
motion, must be rewritten to account for stiffness
terms as follows:
D11
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where pi, pr and pt are the incident, reflected
and transmitted pressures, respectively (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. Geometry of plane wave incident on a panel [8]

These three pressures can be rewritten as the
sum of the blocked pressure (the pressures on the
incident side) and the radiated pressure (the
pressure due to plate vibrating). Because the
radiated pressure is an unknown function of the
plate displacement, Roussos assumed that the
radiated pressure is negligible compared with the
blocked pressure. This assumption allows an
accurate solution to be obtained over a large
frequency range and gives invalid answers only
for frequencies near the fundamental resonant
frequency. Therfore, the block pressure is only
the forcing function in Eq. (1)
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Where the blocked pressure is twice the incident
pressure [23].The incident pressure is assumed to
be an obliquely incident plane wave given by:
pi ( , , t )  Pi exp[i( t  k sin i cos i
(3)
 k sin i sin i )]
Where k is the wave number and ω is the angular
frequency. Since the forcing pressure is
harmonic, the steady-state plate displacement will
be harmonic too;

w( , , t )  W ( , ) exp (i t )

(4)

Substituting equations (3) and (4) into (2) and
dividing by
D11

(
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For the simply supported panel, the
displacement of the panel can be written in terms
of an infinite series of its vibration modes
multiplied by the modal participation factor
)
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The forcing pressure can also be represented
by an infinite series of the eigen functions as
follow:
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The closed form integration of equation (8) can
be done as:

p mn  8Pi I m I n
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i
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The modal participation factor can be
obtained by substituting equations (7) and (8) into
equation (5)

W mn 

p mn

 iC   
m p  2 mn   2   D  
 m 
p 




(10)

is natural frequencies of the
Where
simply supported anisotropic plate. Roussos
calculated transmission loss of composite
materials based on Bert (1977) approximate
equation for the modal resonant frequencies. In
this paper, natural frequencies are calculated by
finite element analysis and the results are
conjugated with analytical solution. Thus, the
solution for plate vibration is performed.
Transmitted pressure at a point distant from the
panel due to the vibration of the plate is
calculated using the Rayleigh integral and can be
written as [24].
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Figure 2. Geometry of radiating side of plate [8]
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5. Calculating the transmission loss of the panel
by means of Eq. (14)
In order to verify the validity of the present
study, the result for isotropic plate has been
compared with Roussos’ study [8]. The obliqueincidence transmission loss of an aluminum plate
with 380 × 150 and 0.81 mm thickness has been
calculated for an incident wave at
= 60˚ and
= 0. The results are shown in Fig. 3 along with
a transmission loss calculation based on Rousses
model. The two curves agree well in both mass
and stiffness controlled regions.
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The transmitted intensity is calculated as:
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The transmitted acoustic power (∏ ), can
now be calculated by integrating the transmitted
intensity over a far-field hemisphere such that:
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This
equation
must
be
integrated
numerically. Finally, transmission loss is
calculated as following:

TL  10 log

i
t

(14)

Where Π is the incident acoustic power that
is simply given as:

i 

Pi 2ab cos i
`
2 c

(15)

The method of calculating the transmission
loss of the panel can be summarized as:
1. Calculating the generalized forcing pressure
using Eq. (9)
2. Calculating the incident acoustic power by
means of Eq. (15)
3. Applying the generalized forcing pressure to
the panel and calculating the vibration
response using Eq. (10) and finite element
model.
4. Calculating the pressure, intensity, and radiated
power using equations (12) and (13)

Figure 3. Comparison of current study with Roussos
model

As one can see in Eq. (10), the solutions are
obtained in series form. Therefore, one has to
ensure that enough numbers of modes are included
in the analysis to make the solution converge.
When insufficient number of modes is used in the
calculation,
the
resulting
TL
becomes
overestimated. Therefore, we construct an iterative
procedure in each frequency. When the TLs
calculated at two successive calculations are within
a pre-set error bound, the solution is considered to
have converged. Changes in the calculated TL as
the number of modes increases are shown in Fig. 4
at 1000 and 10000 frequencies, which indicate that
by increasing the frequency, the number of modes
for convergence is increased.
Figure 5 shows the effects of martials on
TLS. The Martials chosen for the comparison are
Graphite epoxy, Fiberglass epoxy, Kevlar epoxy,
Fiber carbon and Aluminum as shown in Table 1.
The plies were arranged in a 0° , 90° , 0° , 90° .
The dimentions of the panel are assumed to be
360 × 200
with simply supported boundary
condition and the thickness of each ply is
0.125mm.
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The figuure indicates that alumin
num is mostt
effective in the
t high freequency rang
ge and fiberr
carbon is moost effectivee in the low
w frequencyy
raange. This iss as expectedd because th
he density off
aluminum andd the stiffnesss of the fibeer carbon aree
higher
h
than thhe other matterials which
h make them
m
most
m effectivee in the masss and stiffnesss controlledd
reegions, respeectively. Thee figure also
o shows thatt
fiiberglass, whhich has the lowest stifffness has thee
minimum
m
eff
ffect on TL in the low
w frequencyy
raange, whichh is expeccted, becausse the low
w
frrequency rannge is controllled by stiffn
ness.
Fig. 6 shhows the anggle ply orienttation on thee
TL.
T
The plies weere arranged in a
45
4 ° , 45° , 45° , 45° . T
The angle orrientation off
th
he plies is seeen to have a significant effect
e
on thee
fu
undamental frequency oof the plate. Because thee
panel
p
behaved in a mass law mannerr in the masss
controlled reegion, the stiffness an
nd the plyy
orientations
o
o the panel have no effeect on TL inn
of
th
his region.
Althoughh the ply anggle layup has no effect onn
TL
T in the maass controlleed region, itt may affectt
th
he value of the
t critical ffrequency an
nd the TL inn
th
he stiffness control regiion. The ply
y angles andd
th
he bending sttiffness are ggiven in Tablle 2.

Transmission Loss (dB)

34
32
30
28
26
24
22
20
1

3

5

7

10 20
0 38 58 80

Mode Numb
ber

T
Transmission
i i Loss
L
(dB)
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120
100
80
60
40
20
1 3 5 7 10 16 22
2 30 45 65
Mode Num
mber

Figure 4. Mode convvergence diagrram; Left (f=11000
Hz), Right (f=10000 Hz)

Figure 5.
5 TL behaviorr of cross ply composite
c
maaterial

Table 1.. Mechanical properties
p
of rectangular paneel [22]
Mateerial

(GPaa)

(GPa)

(G
GPa)

700
1377
399
766
2066

70
10
9
6
5.17

26.9
5
2
2
2.58

Alumiinum
Graphitee/Epoxy
Fiberglass/Epoxy
Kevlar/E
Epoxy
Fibercarbbon/RF

(k
kg/

0.33
0.3
0.34
0.3
0.25

)

22760
1550
2
2190
1360
1523

Figure 6. TL behavior oof angle ply composite
materrials

Table 2.. The Rigidityy values of ang
gle ply and crooss ply panel
Material
Graphite
Kevlar
Fiberglass
Fiber Carbonn

Orientatiion

D11

D12

D16

D22

D26

D66

[0 90 0 900 ]s
[45 -45 45 -45
- ]s
[0 90 0 900 ]s
[45 -45 45 -45
- ]s
[0 90 0 900 ]s
[45 -45 45 -45
- ]s
[0 90 0 900 ]s
[45 -45 45 -45
- ]s

8.16
3.62
4.55
1.97
2.52
1.30
11.95
4.675

0.25
2.79
0.17
1.64
0.22
0.97
0.11
4.25

0
0.99
0
0.55
0
0.24
0
1.57

4.17
3.62
2.34
1.97
1.56
1.30
5.67
4.67

0
0.99
0
0.55
0
0.24
0
1.57

0.42
2.95
0.17
1.64
0.17
0.91
0.21
4.35

Freq
q.
(Hz))
74.777
103.669
59.211
82.555
38.944
49.611
85.33
124.997

Bucklin
ng
load (N
N)
3484
5068
2087
2731
1355
1769
5031
6389
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The Optim
mization Prob
blem
To optimallyy design a struucture with a maximum TL,
T
we have to deal with a multivariablle optimizatioon
problem. Thhe optimizatioon problem caan be stated ass:
(166)
min f ( X )   STL( X ), X  [ x1 , x2 ,  , xn ], X  R n
Since the weight and the stiiffness of thhe
composite structures
s
aree the importaant concern in
most appliccations, they must be connsidered in thhe
optimizationn process. Soo, to preventt the softeninng
effect relateed to the base line platee and preservve
the low weight advantaage of compoosite materiaal,
we introducce additional constrains as
a follows:
min f ( X )   STL ( X ), X  [ x1 , x2 ,  , xn ],, X  R n (17
7)
W  X   W0  0
(188)
s.t. ci  X   
 F0  F  X   0
Where f(x) is the objective function
fu
to be
b
minimized with
w respect to
t the vector x of the desiggn
variables, annd the W(X) and F(X) are
a weight annd
critcal buckkling load as two inequaliity constraintts,
respectivelyy. Note that thhe critical bucckling load off a
structure is a common measure
m
of the
t stiffness of
the structuree. W0 and F0 are two consstants and reffer
to the mass per
p unit widthh and criticall buckling loaad.
In this stuudy, the firsst buckling mode of thhe
FiberCarbonn/ Epoxy with the same plaate
dimensions is considereed as a refe
ference. In thhe
present papeer, we study the
t optimizattion problem of
a symmetricc 8 ply com
mposite laminnate plate wiith
respect to the
t geometriic and materrial propertiees.
The design variables for
f this probblem are fibber
angles, fiberr thicknesses and material plies.
X  [i , hi , mi ], i  1,, 4 X lb  X  X ub (199)
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Xlb and Xub are vectors, w
which define the lower
and upper
u
boundss of the desiggn variables. There are
many
y optimizationn techniques for different problems.
p
In th
his study, thee Augmentedd Lagrangian
n Genetic
Algo
orithm has been
b
used as optimization
n method
[25]. In this approach, the connstrained min
nimization
problem can be converted innto unconstraained one
(subp
problem) by adding the Lagrangian parameter
p
whicch accounts for violationn of the consstraint. A
sequence of suuch optimizzation probllems are
appro
oximately miinimized usingg the genetic algorithm
such that the consstraints and bbounds are saatisfied. A
subp
problem formuulation is defiined as.
2

  X ,  , s   f  X    i si log  si  ci  X   (20)
i 1

c
λi are nonneg
gative and
Where the components
are known
k
as Lagrange
L
muultiplier estim
mates, the
elem
ments si are nonnegative
n
shifts. The algorithm
a
begin
ns with usinng an initial value for th
he penalty
param
meter. The genetic alggorithm min
nimizes a
sequ
uence of subbproblems, eeach of whiich is an
appro
oximation of
o the origginal problem
m. Each
subp
problem has a fixed valuee of λ and s. When
W
the
subp
problem is miinimized to a required accu
uracy and
satisffies feasibillity conditioons, the Laagrangian
estim
mates are updated.
u
Othherwise, thee penalty
param
meter is inccreased. Thesse steps are repeated
until the stoppingg criteria are m
met. Each su
ubproblem
soluttion represennts one generration. As an
nisotropic
mateerials do noot have annalytical solu
ution for
buck
kling analysis; stability aanalysis is performed
p
using
g ANSYS APDL. As shown in Fig. 7,
optim
mization proocesses werre incorporaated into
comp
prehensive finnite element software.

Figgure 7. Optimization flowchhart using MA
ATLAB and ANSYS
A
APDL
L
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Frequency Range
It should be emphasized here that the TL is a
strong function of frequency. Thus, to measure
the TL various methods are used, each one
incorporating a different set of standardized
frequencies. For practical purposes, hearing
encompasses a range of frequencies from about
16 Hz to somewhat less than 20000 Hz. However,
low frequencies do not affect human ears very
strongly, while those from 500-5000 Hz (where
the ear is most sensitive) are very important. For
the Sound Transmission Class (STC), the singlenumber rating system compares the TL of a test
specimen with a standard contour. This study
used the frequency range 1- 4 KHz. However,
instead of the 21 frequencies (150 Hz steps) used
then, only the seven standardized frequencies
from the STC rating in the 1000 to 4000 Hz range
would be incorporated. Namely, the following
frequencies are considered: 1000, 1250, 1600,
2000, 2500, 3150, and 4000 Hz. The smaller
number of frequencies does not lessen the
accuracy in the calculations of TL because a
sophisticated integration algorithm was used to
find the field-incidence average TL. Also, the use
of these frequencies parallels the portion of the
spectrum emphasized in the recent ASTM
standard E597-81[26] on isolation between
neighboring rooms.
The lower limit of the range (1000Hz) was
chosen in part because of the experimental results
cited by [27]. In this case, the objective function
is modified as.
(21)
min f ( X )  10 log10  a g ( X )
Nf

 a g (X )   i
i 0

i
t

(22)

Where β represents weighting constants and
Nf is the number of frequencies. β is normalized
so that the sum of all the coefficients is unity. The
weighting constants β are commonly chosen to
correspond to an A-weighting. It should be
mentioned here that with A-weighting, the soundlevel meter is relatively less sensitive to sounds of
frequencies below 1000 and above 4000 Hz. The
weighting and discrete frequencies that were
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chosen in the bound 1-4 kHz are identical to those
used to define a single insulation measure in an
ASTM standard [19,27], The normalized weights
β are given in Table 3.
Table 3. Normalized weights using the A-weighting
Frequency
(Hz)
1000
1250
1600
2000
2500
3150
4000

A-weighting
dB (A)
0
0.6
1
1.2
1.3
1.2
1

Multiplier
10 ( )⁄
1
1.148
1.259
1.318
1.349
1.318
1.259

βi
0.1156
0.1327
0.1455
0.1524
0.1559
0.1524
0.1455

Result and Discussion
Numerical simulations have been carried out to
study the optimization problem of a rectangular
composite plate. Based on the result in Fig.s 3
and 4, Graphite/Epoxy and Fiber carbon/RF are
recommended as composite materials for
maximum TL. As a demonstration of such
applications, design parameter studies were
conducted. The basic dimensions and simulation
conditions used in the study are listed in Table 4.
Two different types of optimization are used
in this paper. The first one is used to maximize
the TL of a laminated composite plate by
adjusting the stacking sequence of layers made of
single material, while the second one is used for
multiple materials.
Single Material
The objective of this case is to maximize the TL
by varying the ply orientations and ply thickness
for a given material and number of layers. At the
first stage, a symmetric 8-ply constant thickness
laminate layer is optimized with plies orientation
as the design variables which is described by the
vector.

xi  [1 ,  2 , 3 ,  4 ]s

 90  i  90

(23)

As mentioned earlier, to prevent softening of
plate due to parameters optimization, angle-ply
buckling load is considered as a constraint. Table
5 shows the ply orientation for the optimized
laminated plate with critical buckling load and
fundamental frequency.
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Table 4. Material and Environmental Properties
Plate Materials
Graphite / Epoxy
Fiber Carbone / RF
1550
1523

Material
ρ (kg/m^3)
(GPa)

(GPa)

(GPa)

137

10

206

5.17

0.3
-

Sound Speed (m/s)
Incident Angle (deg.)
Plate dim. (m)

2.58

-

0.25
-

340

60
0.36 × 0.2

plate Thickness (mm)

1 or variable

Table 5. Optimized ply orientation for composite plate
with constant thickness plies
Optimized ply

buckling

orientation

load (N)

Freq.
(Hz)

Graphite
/Epoxy

[55 -52 62 8 ]s

5101

100.87

Fiber
carbon/RF

[60 -56 62 18]s

6307

122.86

Material

5

Ambient
Air
2.9

Surface
density
Kg/
1.59
1.52

The TL curve for the optimized ply
orientation is shown in Fig.s 8 and 9 for Graphite/
Epoxy and Fiber carbon/RF, respectively.

The results show that, the optimized
orientation has 25% and 30% increases in
fundamental frequency of Graphite/Epoxy and
Fiber carbon/RF, respectively and thus, has a
much higher transmission loss in the stiffnesscontrolled region. In the mass control region, two
curves merge together since both panels have the
same weight per unit area. Lamina thickness
variation is another approach for better TL. In
addition to lies orientation, the thicknesses of the
layers are considered as design variables, too.
However, it will affect the advantage of low
weight composite material. So, a constraint of
total weight of the structure is also imposed as:
8

c1   hi  i  m 0  0

(24)

i 1

⁄
is the mass per unit
= 1.5
Where
area. The design variables for this problem are
chosen as:
xi  [1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , h1 , h2 , h3 , h4 ]s  90   i  90, 0.1mm  hi  0.2 mm

(25)
The optimization results for this case are
shown in Table 6.
Figure 8. Optimized transmission loss for
Graphite/Epoxy.

Figure 9. Optimized transmission loss for Fiber
carbon/RF.

Table 6. Optimized ply orientation for composite plate

Material

Optimized
ply
Orientation
(deg.)

Graphite
/Epoxy

[6059-6753
]s

Fiber
carbon/RF

[61 -83 63 33]s

Optimized
ply
Thickness
(mm)
[0.124
0.132
0.138
0.172]s
[0.170
0.111
0.131
0.179]s

buckling
show
load (N)

Freq.
(Hz)

5117.9

114.32

6322.8

143.76

Surface
density
Kg/
1.796

1.796

Fig.s 10 and 11 presents the TL of optimized
plate. The result clearly reveals that the TL
increases with increasing plate thickness. The
increase in TL of the Graphite/Epoxy and Fiber
carbon/RF with respect to orthotropic plate is
about more than 6 dB and 11dB in the stiffness
control region respectively.
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Multi
M
Materiials
In
n this section, the abbility of th
he proposedd
optimization
o
method to obtain thee maximum
m
trransmission loss of a muultiple compo
osite plate iss
ev
valuated. The
T
purpose of thee designedd
optimization
o
f
andd
is to findd another feasible
efficient com
mposite muulti materialls plate too
mprove TL. The estimaated composiite materialss
im
of
o plate shouuld have thhe stability requirementt
with
w low weigght.
The desiign variablees for this problem
p
aree
considered ass:

Figgure 10. Optim
mized transmiission loss for
Graaphite/Epoxy

x i  [1 , 2 ,3 , 4 , h1 , h2 , h3 , h4 , n1 , n 2 , n3 , n 4 ]s (26)
where n represents
r
thhe selected material
m
as inn
Table
T
2. The optimizationn results for this case aree
taabulated in Table 7. The resultss show thee
material
m
stifffness has a significant role in TL
L
optimization
o
p
process.
Fig. 12 ilustrates thhe TL of th
he optimizedd
multimaterial
m
l plate. As shhown, these results havee
only
o
small differences with respect to Fiberr
carbon materiial optimizattion.

Figuree 11. Optimizzed transmissioon loss for Fibber
c
carbon/RF.

Table 7. Multi-material
M
l Optimizationn

Optim
mized
orien
ntation

Optimized th
O
hickness
(mm))

Fun. Freq.
F
(Hz)

Surface deensity
Kg/

Optimized layers
material density
d
stt
nd
1
2
3th
4th

[63 68 -59
- 39 ]s

[0.133 0.1644 0.175
0.119]]s

143.1

1.8022

15220 1520 1520
1
1550

Figuree 12. Optimized transmissio
on loss of mullti-material
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Conclusion
The optimization study of sound transmission
loss across a finite composite rectangular plate
has been presented in this paper. A Roussos
analytical model of TL with infinite baffle has
been used for the optimization. To make sure
enough number of modes have been included in
the analysis, the convergence checking has been
performed. The genetic algorithm has been used
as the optimization method. The discrete
frequencies have been chosen based on the sound
transmission class with A-weighting constant. In
order to prevent the softening effect occurrence
due to optimization, stability analysis has been
used as inequality constraint by ANSY APDL.
Several traditional composite materials have been
taken for investigation. As a result, it has been
found that an optimized composite plate made of
stiffer materials (Graphite/Epoxy and Fiber
carbon/RF) has better transmission loss
characteristics in the stiffness region. However, in
the mass control region, optimization of plies
orientation has not effectively changed in the TL
because of the close densities of composite
materials. In addition to plies orientation, lamina
thickness has a significant role in the TL. But it is
necessary to ensure that the advantage of lowweight composite materials is not compromised
by TL. The result has also demonstrated that,
optimization of composite plate made of
multimaterial has slightly different sound
transmission characteristics.
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